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It isn't simple to answer a central figure. 

 

There was a public event held by UPF in Paris, for the sake of Peace. I 

could have gone there. However, an event held somewhere else, not by 

UPF then, attracted me for the pertinence of the slogan offered by the 

organizers. 

 

"Overcoming racism and communitarism: that will bring Peace". It is 

the citizen's life experience in their area that let them reach that 

conclusion. 

 

The keenness of their slogan inspired me joining them more than attending our official event. To me, one 

way talking no longer inspires me. In another hand, to sit and listen to people who ask for returning 

thoughts and ideas does inspire and motivate me. As a result, I shared my experience my decision to 

celebrate Peace. I was then invited to visit UPF leader at the HQ, saying that they also had a good time. 

 

Even though occupied (an appointment with a dentist), It was pleasant to discover than the person simply 

changed its own schedule for my disponibility. To start took a little while. I had no idea what was seeked 

for. So nobody said a word initiate the exchange. With: I am being called, unlike I asked for it, in mind, it 

was easy to wait. The person started to share his course in his life of faith, briefly of course, but clearly, 

and how it came to his actual position. The sharing continued with the course and personal path of CL 

where my family lives, and some of its assistants. I wish to have asked why it was important to tell me 

about it. 

 

I was asked also about my course, and personal and family path. 

 

The key to listen with no comments or signs and to answer precisely to exact questions is a key I used to 

engender clarity and peacefulness. It really works, as it really works for such an event, as when 

witnessing. 

 

I could ask why continental leader and it's not even a symbolic one hour, if only to share True Mother, 

who renew a mission that Father asked before and was publicly announced again, that of helping Mother 

to understand the situation of the African blessed families and members who live in Africa. 

 

To be done by the very concerned persons would render my being asked for at the HQ unnecessarily. It 

would grow peace of mind too that the given links that relay True Parents and me, and vice-versa, do 

exist and is live. 

 

 

 


